To
The Chairman cum Managing Director,
TANGEDCO,
144, Anna Salai,
Chennai-600 002.
Lr.No.TNEBEA/GS/D.100/2020 dt 07.07.2020
Dear Sir,
Sub: Request to meet and greet our Newly joined respected CMD and to discuss the
grievances of TNEB Engineers’ Association - Requested – Reg.
Vanakkam !!
At the outset, We would like to introduce ourselves, TNEB ENGINEERS’
ASSOCIATION, a prestigious and renowned Engineers only forum recognized way
back in 1946 by GoTN.
We whole heartedly extend our wishes to our beloved Newly joined
Respected Chairman cum Managing Director, Shri. Pankaj Kumar Bansal, IAS. We
are also happy to hear that our respected CMD is an renowned Engineer graduated
from IIT.
We, further like to greet in person with the introduction and requested your
kind time to allow us for the same. It is nevertheless to say that it is customary, greeting
in person.
Our TNEB Employees and Engineers are working hard to ensure 24 X 7
uninterrupted power supply to the public in this present COVID 19 pandemic period.
Due to this, some of the TNEB Employees and Engineers suffering a lot and even
some of them have lost their precious lives.
Recently, regarding this, on behalf of the All-union Joint action committee
comprising of all unions and association, we have submitted a detailed project report
on COVID Care Center exclusively for TNEB Employees in our own TNEB premises
to ensure the care center for our affected TNEB Employees and Engineers in Chennai.
Also, as the major power sector reforms introduced by the central govt
particularly the Draft Electricity bill 2020, for which our GoTN expressed its various
concerns over the amendments proposed, it is to be discussed in detail with all the
unions and Association before finalizing to ensure the Board and its employees'
benefits in the long term perspective. The momentum is geared up by the Ministry of
Power, which is learned by the recently concluded all-state power ministers and top
officials meeting on 03.07.2020 without any discussion with other stakeholders and
power experts.
In addition to that, TNEB subject matters like Tripartite agreement
proposal, Direct recruitment of AEs, Time bound promotions, Stopping of
redeployment and suppression of posts, etc, have to be represented to your kind
knowledge and require our CMD’s immediate attention.
It is requested to either arrange a video conference or through video call
facilities to detail the same as early as possible, if our CMD desires owing to COVID
19 limitations.
At last, we are always for the Board’s and TNEB Employees & Engineers
prosperity. At this crucial juncture and present position of the Board, TNEBEA assures
its maximum support towards the proactive steps taken by the Board in forward
direction and ensuring the Employees and Engineers welfare.
We, TNEB Engineers Association, therefore, appeal our new Chairman
cum Managing Director to consider our supplication and allot us time for the detailed
discussion at the earliest, please.
Thanking you,
Yours sincerely,
Place : Chennai
Date : 07.07.2020
General Secretary,
TNEBEA

